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Chapter 831 

He has a clean family background and his parents are university professors. 

 

No bad record, not even a drop of wine. 

 

I took a lot of medical certificates, involving many fields. 

 

Su Xiaowan took the information and looked at it carefully. He didn't see anything unusual. 

 

But... This man is too innocent. 

 

It's kind of weird. 

 

"Young granny, why do you want to check the attending doctor all of a sudden?" 

 

"I think he's... Like someone I know." Su Xiaowan pursed her lips. Her eyes flashed over these words line 

by line. It said that all the medals he got, medical miracles and so on. 

 

There's no flaw in it. 

 

"This person is Miss Chen's alumnus. He has good grades in school and has always been a scholarship 

winner. He passed the doctor's qualification certificate very early. Before that, he worked in a hospital 

and had no close contact with others. Moreover, from birth to now, this is the first time he has gone 

abroad." 

 

"You mean he never left his hometown?" 

 

"No, I checked the entry records of all countries." 

 

"Does he have friends in the secluded city?" 

 

"His private life is clean, and he doesn't make friends disorderly. In his circle, he has no other contacts 

except some doctors, patients and classmates in Yucheng." Housekeeper Mo stood there, "all the 

records are here, young grandma. Do you want to continue to check?" 

 

"... forget it. Maybe I think too much. " 

 

She touched the center of her eyebrows, and she was almost bored with receiving that picture. 

 

She took the information and went out to the garden. 

 

In the back garden, she could finally understand why Mr. Mo was there. 



 

It seems that I can forget all my troubles there. 

 

That kind of trouble made him feel that all these things were just floating clouds. 

 

She raised her head and suddenly a big snowball appeared in front of her eyes. 

 

"Young granny, get out of the way quickly --!" 

 

Su Xiaowan is stunned. At the moment, he looks at the figure running towards his place. 

 

And that big snowball, it's going to fall on itself. 

 

At that moment, she forgot to respond. 

 

I was stunned. 

 

People in the face of emergency, the first reaction is dull, until she reaction, he should avoid, but the 

snowball, so want to hit her head. 

 

She reached out to block it. 

 

A tall figure came running from one side and directly blocked in front of her. 

 

Shua! 

 

That snowball, so directly hit the man's head. 

 

Su Xiaowan heard the voice and raised her eyes. She only looked at the man's head and knocked open 

the big snowball. 

 

Su Xiaowan looked at the people in front of her in a daze. 

 

The water drops on the short hair drop down and flash golden light in the sun. 

 

The crystal clear water drops fell from his hair and onto Su Xiaowan's face. 

 

The man stood in front of her and blocked all the water for her with his back. The white suit was soon 

wet, but his hands were still over her and he reached for her head. 

 

The snowball was originally played by several maids in the garden. I don't know who was eager to show 

his performance. He wanted to hit the snowball on the pillar of the Pavilion behind Su Xiaowan. 

 

I didn't expect Su Xiaowan to come out. 



 

But the snowball had been thrown out and could not be stopped. 

 

The maids were so scared that they covered their eyes. Fortunately, when they came back, they saw Su 

Xiaowan at that end... And a man. 

 

The man just left a back. 

 

But I don't know who said, "it must be the young master. Let's run! Don't disturb young master, hero 

saves beauty. " 

 

With that, we just ran away. 

 

Su Xiaowan looks at the man at that end and feels that the man is touching her hair on her head. 

 

She thought about that time, when she was 17 years old. 

 

That year, it snowed heavily. 

 

Inside the school, I don't know how popular the snowball game. 

 

And he, just standing in front of himself, blocked the snowballs one by one, but he himself was in a 

mess. 

 

"Who are you?" 

 

Those scenes of the past, one after another, appeared in front of his eyes. He didn't know what it was 

like at that moment. 

 

In front of my eyes, it seems to flash past, a picture many years ago. 

 

It turned out that those things have not forgotten, not forgotten at all. 

 

"What's the matter with you? Looking at me like that? " 

 

"I ask you, who are you?" 

 

"Who do you want me to be?" 

 

Livis smiles mildly. She was hit by the snowball just now. Now she is still cold. After all, her hair is wet. 

 

Although the snow in the harbor city is heavy, it is delicate and difficult to form a group. 

 

So now it's more or less all on his clothes. 



 

"Xia Chenyan! You deliberately make so many things between me and him. Did he let you do it? " 

 

She stretched out her hand and patted the snow on her body, "Xia Chenyan? It's the first time I've heard 

of it. " 

 

"I'm asking you something! Can you really answer me 

 

"Are you angry? Why are you so angry? Is it because of what happened just now, or because of this man 

called Xia Chenyan? " 

 

“……” 

 

"From a psychological point of view, the more angry you are, the more important this person is in your 

heart? That Xia Chenyan is very important in your heart? " 

 

"I ask you, where is Xia Chenyan? Don't think what you've done is watertight. Did you leave the dried 

rose in my room? I've been having nightmares all this time. It's also your masterpiece... Mail, letter... 

And today's event. Don't you explain it? " Su Xiaowan said coldly, "you don't have to tell me that you 

don't know him. I don't believe your lies at all." 

 

"... do you have delusion of victimization? Miss Su, I've only known you for a few days. Why do I have to 

do these things? " 

 

"... I ask you, where is Xia Chenyan? If he has anything to say to me, just tell me openly, what is hiding 

behind my back! " 

 

"I think you may have misunderstood. I really don't know Xia Chenyan. I'm just a doctor. If Miss Su has 

any health problems, just come to me. As for other things, I really have no comment. I will help anyone 

who does things like today. After all, I don't want to face the patient all the time because of the doctor's 

parents." 

 

"... you're fired." 

 

"Miss Su, this young woman has not recovered. If you want to cure her, it's not just a few needles that 

can cure her... Are you sure you want to drive me away now?" 

Chapter 832 

"It's not like you're the only doctor in the world." 

 

"I'm not the only doctor, but... I'm one of the few who can cure my grandmother's illness. I'm afraid that 

if you want to drive me away, the young master won't agree." 

 

Su Xiaowan is impatient. At the moment, she holds her fist tightly, "OK, you don't go, right? Then don't 



let me see you." 

 

Su Xiaowan turned to leave, but the man stopped her. 

 

"Miss Su, don't be so determined. Maybe you will ask me in the future." 

 

"Help 

 

Su Xiaowan suddenly yelled. 

 

At this time, I don't know where quickly came several bodyguards. 

 

"Young granny, what's the matter?" These bodyguards are on standby to protect Su Xiaowan in the 

dark. They obey Feng Yan's orders. He's the only one to listen to. 

 

"Throw him out, and after that, don't let him show up in this place!" Su Xiaowan frowned tightly. 

Impatience flashed through her beautiful eyes. 

 

In front of this person, no matter how, she did not want to contact him again, no matter whether it was 

as he guessed, if it was, then this person was too terrible. 

 

She didn't want to mention everything she regretted. She just wanted to live with Feng Yan, that's all. 

 

"Yes." 

 

A few bodyguards went directly to livis and said, "Dr. L, please!" 

 

"You can't get rid of me." 

 

"Although you are the doctor in charge of the eldest and youngest grandmothers, this place belongs to 

the second master. We are the people of the second master. We only listen to the orders of the second 

master and the youngest grandmothers. You'd better cooperate well and don't make unnecessary 

struggles." 

 

Su Xiaowan took a look at livis. "It's up to you. I'll go back first." 

 

As soon as Su Xiaowan turned around, he suddenly looked at the entrance of the pavilion with a familiar 

figure. 

 

She ran over and pulled the man at the end straight out of the yard. 

 

When Feng Yan turned around, he naturally saw the man standing there. 

 

It's livis! 



 

Yu Yin's attending doctor. 

 

Man to man, a look to understand. 

 

Feng Yan felt the doctor's cold eyes, but it was only a second before he was dragged away by Su 

Xiaowan. 

 

"In such a hurry? What can't I see? " 

 

Su Xiaowan raised her eyes. Looking at her cheek at the moment, she couldn't distinguish the happiness 

and anger on the man's face at the moment. 

 

"... of course not, I just don't like that obnoxious guy..." Su Xiaowan leaned on the man's arms, "Feng 

Yan, when shall we go home? Are you going back after dinner? " 

 

"Well." 

 

"That's great. I'll go and pack up and see what I want to take back." 

 

"Go ahead." 

 

The man watched her throw away, and now he turned and walked towards that end. 

 

Several bodyguards have brought people to him. When Feng Yan came, he heard Su Xiaowan's 

experience today. 

 

At the moment, Annie is angry and goes to the man. They are almost the same height. At the moment, 

the man at the other end looks at the man in front of him, and livis looks at the man at the other end. 

This is the first time that he meets him. In the past, even though he lowers his head in treatment, he 

never looks up so clearly. 

 

The man's hand is bound by several subordinates and can't move at all. 

 

"Mr. Mo, what are you going to do?" 

 

The next second, the fist fell directly on the man's face, the man's cold eyes fell on livis. 

 

"You're tired of touching her?" 

 

The man was hit with blood by such a fist. 

 

As a doctor, he naturally knows what is happening to him now. 

 



He vomited a mouthful of blood on the ground and felt his teeth loose. 

 

"Mo Er ye, I saved your woman. If you don't thank me, you have to give me a fist. What kind of truth is 

that?" 

 

"Truth? In Mo's family, I am the truth! We can handle it as we should, and we don't have to be soft 

handed. " 

 

"Yes." 

 

Livis could feel the anger on the man's face. Now he was punched, and the man's face became swollen. 

 

We can see how hard we started. 

 

He didn't raise his eyebrows. Now he looked at the ground in front of him. There was still the blood he 

vomited just now on the ground. 

 

Just like when I knew him a long time ago, the man in front of me was violent and irritable. 

 

But in the past, he did not know that a woman would have such a great influence in his heart. 

 

"Mr. Mo, this young woman is going to have a second round of treatment soon. If you beat me like this 

and hurt my muscles and bones for 100 days, I may not be able to help her." For a long time, the man 

raised his eyes. 

 

The man doesn't seem to know what he's facing, but when he says it, it's light. 

 

"At the end of the day, you are not the only doctor!" 

 

"You are really husband and wife, and you even say the same thing. Unfortunately, I can't wait for other 

people to get sick." 

 

Feng Yan's fist clenched, "you dare to threaten me! It seems that you have no fear. " 

 

"Poof..." the man vomited a mouthful of blood again. Now he raised his eyes and looked at Feng Yan 

with a smile. "I just came to see Liang Liang's face. If I had known you were so unreasonable, I would not 

have come." 

 

"In that case, go back quickly! Temperature rise, take people down. " 

 

"Yes Wen Sheng takes a look at livis. As a man, he only feels that the man in front of him seems to be 

making the second master angry again. 

 

Mingming's second master is manic. Although he doesn't seem to have a manic attack recently, Su Yan 



told him not to be angry as much as possible, but now he must be angry. Otherwise, how could he hit 

someone? 

 

Besides, it's not easy. 

 

One side of the Mo housekeeper heard about the yard, rushed to see the two people standing at the 

end. 

 

Although livis has been suppressed by several people and can't move, we can imagine what happened 

just now. 

 

He frowned. 

 

After all, the Mo family is mo, and he always thinks that he should tell Feng Yan about Su Xiaowan. 

 

So he came to Feng Yan. 

 

"Little grandma asked me to investigate the origin of this doctor today." 

 

The footstep of the man stops, "when is it?" 

 

"This morning." 

 

"What did you find out?" 

 

"No, but the little grandmother has been saying that something is wrong... During this period of time, 

the doctor always appears at the little grandmother's side from time to time. In the past, I thought it 

was a coincidence, but today... People stay here." 

 

A maid with a poor appearance was brought up. Her hands were red with cold. Now she looked like a 

new year picture doll. 

 

"I'm not honest yet." 

 

"Second master, I didn't mean to, I just... Today, I heard from Dr. livis that snowball fighting was very 

interesting, so I was with them..." 
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"It's really just on the spur of the moment. I didn't expect that the young lady would suddenly come out 

from the Pavilion..." the maid was frightened by housekeeper mo. 

 

For a moment, she didn't know what to do. When she said it, her body was shaking. "Young master, I'm 

wrong. I'm really wrong. There won't be another time.". 

 



Housekeeper Mo looked at her, looked at the anger on the man's face, and waved, "take people down 

first." 

 

Feng Yan stood there, staring at her coldly. 

 

In my mind, I kept repeating what the woman said just now. 

 

It was the doctor's idea. It would have been a coincidence if she hadn't mentioned it. 

 

It's hard for people not to forget that place. 

 

The man's eyes a Lin, "continue to check, I want to know all the details of this person." 

 

It's not easy to work in the Mo family. 

 

"This doctor was introduced by Miss Chen. We know Miss Chen well. Young master, should we start 

from Miss Chen?" After all, the housekeeper has read the information just now. Indeed, there is nothing 

fishy about it. 

 

This family is innocent and has no bad record abroad. 

 

Chen Liangliang 

 

The man wrung his eyebrows. "This is a secret thing to check." 

 

"Yes." 

 

The man took a look at the direction where the doctor was taken away. There was not much expression 

on his face at the moment. 

 

Very cold, like in that moment, can condense into ice. 

 

But the words of housekeeper Mo reminded him. 

 

This man has been close to Su Xiaowan, for no reason. 

 

The man's eyes are cold. Now he turns around and looks at housekeeper mo. "send someone to follow 

the man secretly. Don't expose your identity and report his whereabouts at any time." 

 

"Yes." 

 

I don't know why. After thinking about it, Feng Yan always felt that it was not so simple. 

 

He went to Chen Liangliang's villa. 



 

The Mo family naturally has the style that the Mo family should have. Although Chen Liang Liang was 

not told his identity, it was also for the sake of accuracy. 

 

Though, he still doubted. 

 

But the old man is always cautious and should not make mistakes. 

 

When Feng Yan came into the villa, Chen Liangliang was angry. A maid accidentally knocked over her tea 

and wet the painting she had just finished. 

 

"Miss Chen, the second... The second master is here." 

 

"He'll come..." Chen Liang Liang was very angry. He reacted the next second and immediately put down 

his things. "What do you say, second master? It's the second master of the Mo family... " 

 

"Yes, the second master is outside." 

 

"Then call someone in." Chen Liangliang got up and took a look at her pajamas. She took a look at her 

messy hair with her mobile phone and her face. 

 

For a moment, it was chaotic. 

 

She had been at home for so many days, and no one came to his site. She thought that no one would 

come here today. In the past, she always painted her make-up and dressed neatly, but now because she 

wanted to be lazy, she had no make-up at all. 

 

She wanted to rush upstairs, but who knows, the next second, Feng Yan came in. 

 

Wearing a black suit, is still familiar with the style, at the moment that handsome cheek, dyed with 

anger, that pair of black eyes, from the moment she came in, has been staring at her closely. 

 

It's like, trying to see something from her face, very aggressive. 

 

Chen Liang Liang's heart trembled inexplicably. 

 

At the moment, the maid came up to serve tea, which broke the silence of the place. 

 

"Second master, please have tea!" 

 

The man just stood there, looking at the man at that end, without even saying polite words. 

 

"Do you know the doctor?" 

 



doctor? 

 

All of a sudden, Chen Liang Liang was blinded, but fortunately, he responded in time. Who was the 

doctor in Feng Yan's mouth. 

 

Chen Liangliang nodded and strengthened her position. She brought people. Originally, they were 

grasshoppers on a rope. Now, under such circumstances, she can only recognize them. 

 

Otherwise, I'm afraid that Feng Yan will definitely be a complete failure. 

 

At that time, I'm afraid that I can't hide all my inexplicable replacement. 

 

"Second master, you forget that he was introduced by me." 

 

"Then you should know something about him?" Feng Yan looked around. The villa was empty. As for 

who the old man wanted to leave it to, he was not sure. But before he died, the old man told Mo Heng 

to have Chen Liangliang put here. 

 

There should be his intention. 

 

"I know." Chen Liang Liang didn't know what Feng Yan meant. He suddenly called on the door. Did he 

say that the doctor showed his feet and was seen through? 

 

But it shouldn't be. Although she didn't go out during this period, she still heard from people outside 

that the doctor's medical skill was very good, and that young woman woke up one day. 

 

"What other brothers and sisters are there in his family..." 

 

"Oh, I'm sorry, second master..." suddenly, a woman with dim sum fell on Feng Yan's side. At this 

moment, the dim sum fell off the plate one by one. 

 

The refreshment man is the nurse in the hospital. 

 

Chen Liangliang originally wanted to send the nurse, but for a while, he couldn't find a suitable person to 

take care of the food. The taste of the Mo family didn't match her at all. It was too light. 

 

And the nurse's superb cooking skills have firmly grasped her stomach. 

 

So, she was hired for an extra period of time. 

 

"What's the matter with you, clumsy..." Chen Liang Liang took a look at the nurse. At the moment, the 

nurse lowered his head. "I'm sorry, second master, I just..." 

 

"You're not from the villa?" 



 

"This is the nurse of the hospital. My legs are not very convenient, so please ask her to take care of 

me..." Chen Liangliang looks at the debris on Feng Yan's suit. Now her clothes are a little dirty. She goes 

to Feng Yan and says, "that... Your clothes are dirty, let me help you clean them?" 

 

"No!" The man directly dodged the woman's hand, looked at the nurse and Chen Liangliang. Without 

saying anything, he turned and walked out. 

 

Chen Liang Liang looked at the man left the back, this is regarded as a sigh of relief. 

 

She was scared to death. 

 

But at the moment, she didn't dare to expose her emotions in front of the nurse. She grabbed the maid 

on one side and said, "go out and have a look. What's the matter with the grandmothers?" 

 

"Yes." 

 

Soon the maid ran in. 

 

"Miss Chen, I just went to ask the servant who took care of the eldest and youngest granny. The eldest 

and youngest granny are recovering very well. You don't have to worry." 

 

That's even more unreasonable. Feng Yan will come to the door. 

 

Chen Liang Liang leaned against the sofa on one side, only when everything just happened was a dream 

and a nightmare. 

 

In the middle of his walk, Feng Yan took off his suit. He didn't know what kind of snack it was. It tasted 

very bad. 

 

He has a habit of cleanliness, so he can't bear it for a moment. 

 

Without seeing who the man was, he threw the clothes directly to the maid. 

 

When Feng Yan left, the nurse looked up at the moment. 

 

With that dress, he turned and walked to Chen Liangliang's room. 

 

…… 

 

When Feng Yan came in from the outside, Su Xiaowan was sitting in the living room. At the moment, he 

saw that his original suit had been taken off, leaving only a white shirt. 

 

"Where's your coat?" 



 

"Throw it away." 

 

"... you have nothing to throw. Aren't you cold?" Su Xiaowan reached out to cover his arm. 

 

Now the man looked at him, "are you guilty?" 

 

"I'm guilty of what? Can't a wife care about her husband? " 

 

"If you don't pay attention to anything, you will either cheat or steal." 

 

The man looked at her and took her hand. "The doctor has been pestering you recently. Why didn't he 

tell me earlier?" 

 

"... tell you what you can do? Are you going to beat him up? " 

 

"What's the matter with him?" 

 

"You dirty your hands by beating him! Besides, I hate him very much, but she's sister Yu's attending 

doctor... " 

 

"So you can tolerate him pestering you all the time?" 

 

"... he didn't pester me all the time, either, OK? I just think he's a strange man, and... " 

 

"And what?" 

 

"I always think he is very familiar. Forget it. Don't mention him any more. Have you eaten yet? I'm going 

to celebrate sister Yu's birthday in the evening. " 

 

"Birthday?" 

 

"Yes, I made the cake, and sister Yu will leave soon. Her parents are gone, and there is no family around. 

I don't know who will help him celebrate his birthday. So, I think we'll celebrate her birthday while we're 

all here. Everyone is happy... But you have to find a way to support Mo nanjue. Sister Yu doesn't want to 

see him... If he's here, I guess there's nothing to play with. " 

 

"I'll take care of monange, and you'll be ready for the rest." 

 

"I knew you were the best." Su Xiaowan raised her eyebrows. "By the way, I've packed everything. What 

do you want to take home? Have you thought about it? " 

 

"You." 

 



“……” 

 

Su Xiaowan smiles all over his face. He stretches out his hand and hugs him tightly. The man's chest is 

very hot, even if he only wears a shirt. 

 

But I can feel the temperature of men. 

 

"Well, I'll go home with you." 

 

Feng Yan touched the girl's head, but then he thought of what she had just said. 

 

That blazing lips so close to her head, "Xiao Wan, you can only be mine." 

 

Su Xiaowan hugged him, "you are so overbearing. Are you mine?" 

 

"Of course!" 

 

A man's voice is low, like a nice cello. 

 

Su Xiaowan holds the man in her arms. Suddenly, the figure of the man comes out of her mind. 

 

Then I thought of Xia Chenyan from the figure of that man 

 

When she realized that, she was startled. 

 

She asked uncertainly. 

 

"Feng Yan, do you remember Xia Chenyan?" 
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I just feel that the strength of the man's hand has become heavy. When I hold her, I am afraid that she 

will run away. 

 

"Why did you mention him all of a sudden?" 

 

"I don't know. I suddenly thought of this man, Feng Yan... Am I really a pain in the eye?" 

 

"Don't think about him in the future." A man's overbearing command. 

 

In addition to not allowing her to think of Xia Chenyan, she was not allowed to think of other people in 

her heart. 

 

For Xia Chenyan... Those dusty memories seem to be hidden in the box. 

 



If it had not been for Su Xiaowan, he would have forgotten the name. 

 

Forget about that man. 

 

"Well, I know." Su Xiaowan nodded, she had forgotten him, after all, like a man, can't do, still think of 

other people. 

 

But because of that livis, especially because of today's scene, she was full of that picture. 

 

He must be crazy. 

 

Why do you think of Xia Chenyan? 

 

She shook her head and didn't want to think about him any more. 

 

"Young granny, do you want to start cooking now?" 

 

A discordant voice came, and Su Xiaowan pushed Feng Yan away. 

 

"Do it now. I'll help you with it right away." 

 

Su Xiaowan is anxious to follow the maid in. After all, it's late because of such a fuss. 

 

Although Yu Yin's condition is stable now, it's not suitable for staying up late. She wants to eat early and 

have a rest early. 

 

Su Xiaowan is going to set the meal time at six o'clock. 

 

But it's already afternoon now. There are a lot of things to prepare. Moreover, it's just a preliminary 

decision. I don't know what kind of dishes to purchase. 

 

"You're good, I'll prepare first..." 

 

"I've never seen you so kind on my birthday." 

 

"Who just said that no matter what you do, you have to cheat or steal!" Su Xiaowan raised her eyebrows 

and said, "what Mo Erye said is forgotten so soon?" 

 

Feng Yan only felt his face hurt when he was beaten. 

 

Is he lifting a stone and smashing himself in the foot? 

 

"By the way, don't forget your task. Besides, sister Yu likes the blue enchantress. You should send it to 

someone at 6 o'clock. Remember, it must be at 6 o'clock, but it can't be too late. Oh, by the way, don't 



fool Mo nanjue. You must put him in a good place, so that he doesn't come to destroy the birthday 

party, It took me several nights to figure it out. If he comes, the scene will be uncontrollable... Besides, I 

don't want to eat with him. " 

 

Su Xiaowan was angry. He was angry that Mo nanjue had slept with another woman. 

 

Even if I have a fever, even if I'm drunk, I can't 

 

"If you're so upset, why don't you come with me and watch him?" 

 

"I'm not going. I'm going to prepare longevity noodles. You should hurry up and don't forget." 

 

…… 

 

Mo nanjue kept looking for clues about that night. He thought about it carefully, and the more he 

thought about it, the more he felt that something was wrong. 

 

Although he is feverish, but oneself sleep who, oneself clear know. 

 

But when he rushed to Yu Yin's room and questioned her when he was drunk that day, he was deeply 

stimulated by Yu Yin's pure eyes. 

 

That night, even she suspected that she really slept with the maid who didn't know her name. 

 

He and Yu Yin have never had a relationship since their marriage. 

 

If you say it, no one will believe it. 

 

It seems that every time at that time, there will be a sudden change. 

 

Because the old man didn't agree, Mo Nan Jue wanted to cook mature rice with raw rice, but he thought 

about it and felt sorry for Yu Yin, so this method has been stranded. 

 

In addition, after their marriage, he has been arranged by Mo Liting to travel abroad. 

 

It's a long-distance relationship with Yu Yin. 

 

But today, when he heard the recorder Feng Yan gave her that night, he immediately recognized the 

voice of the people in it. 

 

She has been with Yu Yin for three or four years, and even he forgot when. 

 

All he remembers is that he suffered a disaster and was blind. 

 



He is a person in a foreign country, so at that time, the people of moliting did not find him at all. 

 

The only one who saved him by the roadside is Yu Yin. 

 

He didn't know why Yu Yin would save her. Later, when we were together, she asked her why. 

 

The girl just laughed. 

 

——It was terrible when you were staring at me. That's why I saved you. I didn't want to. I was scared by 

you. I had no choice but to save my life. 

 

Yu Yin answers like this, but it's true or false, only she knows. 

 

Mo Nan Jue was brought up to live under Mo Li Ting's training. He was stubborn. How could he accept 

the news that he was blind all of a sudden. 

 

And, doctors say, it may not be possible to recover. 

 

It's a disaster for him. 

 

In particular, he doesn't understand what's going on here. 

 

He is a stranger. Apart from the few people who understand the official language, the rest of the local 

people can't understand it at all. 

 

Fortunately, she is one of the few people. 

 

The language of country a is very awkward. 

 

This is how she communicates with him. In this country, very few people can say such words, especially 

a little girl. 

 

At that time, Yu Yin was about twenty years old. 

 

The little girl's voice was very sweet. "I grew up there when I was young. I moved here when I grew up. 

Although I forgot some of them, it's OK to talk with you everyday. Fortunately, you just can't see. If you 

are deaf, I really don't know how to communicate with you.". 

 

Fortunately, it's just invisible, isn't it deaf? 

 

Is that comfort? 

 

I've never seen such a comforter. I'm just throwing salt on my heart. 

 



Don't like to talk with others. At the beginning, he didn't even talk much. Now he was frowning. His eyes 

couldn't see, but her voice was really sweet. 

 

"It's said that those with good voice don't look good, little girl. You don't look good, do you?" 

 

"... I grow... Yes, I'm fat. I'm 150 Jin. I'm only one meter five... I'm full of freckles and big buckteeth..." 

 

Fat man? 

 

That day, because there was a lot of water on the ground, Yu Yin almost slipped when she came out 

with the basin. 

 

It was Monsignor Monan who caught him quickly. 

 

The waist so a grip, that thin, at most on their own two hands size. 

 

"What are you touching! You wicked blind man 

 

The next second, the woman was so straight fell to the ground. 

 

Yu Yin's buttocks are in blossom. 

 

And the man at that end was laughing. 

 

"Isn't it 150 Jin in weight and one meter five in height?" 

Chapter 835 

"... can't I be puffy? You're blind, you can't see anything, you know what! Eat now. " 

 

Then a steamed bun was put into his mouth. 

 

Man dignified brow, he is so big, has never eaten such a bad bun. 

 

"What is this?" 

 

"Steamed buns with fish flavor and shredded pork!" 

 

"I don't eat." 

 

"... then you may be hungry today. I only bought steamed buns with fish flavored shredded pork. Do you 

like them or not?" 

 

“……” 

 



"What's your name?" 

 

"No name." Mo nanjue is trapped by the enemy. Mo's family is outside, making countless enemies. 

 

The three words "Mo Liting" mean risk. 

 

As the son of this man, he needs to face the danger. 

 

Those people want their own lives. 

 

So set up layers of checkpoints, but did not expect that they can escape a disaster. 

 

However, it is not suitable for him to contact Mo Liting now. After all, he can't see anything now. If he 

contacts Mo Liting, they may find themselves faster than Mo Liting. 

 

He is now blind, and there is such a girl around him. 

 

Where can resist, the means of those people. 

 

So, when he was in the hospital, he also used a fake name. 

 

“MONAN。” 

 

"Monan?" 

 

"Well." 

 

"And where do you live?" 

 

"Are you asking about Hukou?" 

 

"... Monan, I think you have been here for several days. I don't know if your family will be worried." 

 

"I have no family." 

 

"... ah, that's... well, i... I have no money. If I continue to be hospitalized, I may not have enough money 

in my hand. I...." 

 

The next second, I just watched the man at that end take out a card made of pure gold from his pocket. 

 

"Go to a goldsmith's and sell it." 

 

“……” 

 



That afternoon, the little girl came back in high spirits. 

 

It's full of good stuff. 

 

"I didn't expect that your pure gold card was quite valuable. It sold for 200000 yuan." 

 

200000. 

 

The man pursed his dry lips. This pure gold card was a gift from his father on his birthday. 

 

It's worth... Maybe we can buy this for the city. 

 

As a result, the girl sold 200000 yuan? 

 

But 200, 000 is happy? 

 

It's really satisfying. 

 

"Here, it's Braille. I'll teach you the words here in the future..." 

 

Braille. 

 

Mo never thought that he still needed to rely on Braille to learn. 

 

Just, that little girl close to their own time, with a sweet taste, her fingers, also very smooth. 

 

In the heart, like something jumped out, all of a sudden glittering. 

 

It seems that at this moment, everything is a picture that fate has already drawn. 

 

Two hundred thousand is not worth the cost in the hospital. 

 

Just, don't know why this little girl has been unwilling to tell him, money spent. 

 

Until, one day, he heard her on the phone. 

 

"Mom, I have to study for a certificate recently, so I spend more money." 

 

"... well, I'll study hard. You don't have to worry." 

 

When she hung up this call, she answered another one. 

 

"Classmate, are you serious? Will you give me such a good chance? " 

 



"Don't you worry? But it's a long-term settlement, right? So it's 900 yuan, right? Classmate, I'm short of 

money recently... I have to settle a single bill, otherwise... "The girl's beautiful eyes turned around,"... 

Well, actually, one of my distant cousins was sick and had an operation in the hospital. His family was 

gone, and I was the only relative left. So I think I should help him. His operation cost is very high, and he 

has a good reputation, After the operation, I had to recover. I wanted to earn more money to help him... 

" 

 

"Classmate, thank you. Don't worry, I will work hard." 

 

"You still have several lists for me? Thank you. Thank you so much. You are the Savior of our family. " 

 

…… 

 

"Textual research study? Do you have distant relatives who need surgery? Urgent need for money? Little 

girl, you want to listen carefully to your deceiving words. " 

 

He didn't know what the expression on the girl's face was like at that time, but at this moment, he could 

feel the urgency of her speech at that time. 

 

"I... I'm not lying. I really want to have a certificate. I'm going to graduate soon. Besides, I'm a law 

student. I'm sure I have to have a certificate to come out. Otherwise, it's like reading in vain... And 

you're really sick. I'm not lying. " 

 

"As a man, I still need you to pay? What do you think I am, little white face? " 

 

"... it's my bad luck that the little white face is blind." 

 

Mo Nan Jue took out a card from his pocket, another gold card, but this time it was not the same, bigger 

than the previous one. 

 

It's like a brand. 

 

"What is this for? Do you want me to do it again? " 

 

"Nonsense, or I'll use the money you cheated to see a doctor?" 

 

"What's the trick? At that time, I worked as a translator for others. It was all my hard work. How can I 

call it money that I cheated others? Besides, before that, didn't you have a good time? " 

 

"Little girl, are you so smart to others?" 

 

“……” 

 

"Take the card. This one can't be changed much. A million at most." 



 

"What, this broken card can be exchanged for a million, but not much?" 

 

"... this is my family heirloom. Don't be fooled." 

 

"Heirloom? You're going to sell it? " 

 

"Or do you have a better way?" 

 

"In fact, if I receive orders outside these days, I can still earn enough for your medical expenses. Your 

family left it to you, so you'd better keep it." 

 

Keep a thought. 

 

After all, the family is gone. 

 

"I'll let you take it, and I'll be discharged in the afternoon." 

 

"You're going home?" 

 

"Go to your house." 

 

"... my home? My house is not very convenient. " 

 

"Why not?" 

 

"I... my parents are at home." 

 

"I naturally have a way of persuading them." 

 

“……” 

 

About in the afternoon, he finished the discharge procedures, the girl had no way, just took himself to 

her home. 

 

It's a small apartment. 

 

A door, there is a faint taste of girls. 

 

It's as like as two peas. 

 

Until now, he still remembers the feeling at that time. 

 

He didn't know why, he could still remember the scenes before. 



 

Yu Yin's voice, even with her eyes closed, she could tell clearly. 

 

The person in the recorder is her. 

 

She can't have heard it wrong. 

 

But why did Yu Yin do it? 

 

Isn't she amnesia? 

 

Do you mean 

 

She didn't lose her memory at all? 

 

Mo Nan Jue is holding the recording pen. He wants to run out in a hurry at the moment, but it's Feng 

Yan. 

 

"Ah Yan, the person that night was not the maid at all, but Yu Yin --!" 

 

Hearing this, Feng Yan's face changed. 

 

Although he was also suspicious, he had no conclusive evidence to prove it. 

 

But looking at Mo Nan Jue's happiness now, there must be solid evidence. 

 

"Come on!" 

 

The next second, a bunch of people came. 

 

Wen Sheng stood there, "second master." 

 

"Take the young master down and take a good look." 

 

Mo nanjue was pressed by several bodyguards. Although he is now the president of the group, he 

disdains to do it. In addition, most of the people here are Fengyan. 

 

Feng Yan let them submit, obediently listen to her command, is to rely on the ability to let people 

sincerely. 

 

"What are you doing? I'll go to Yu Yin and make it clear. " 

 

"She doesn't want to see you now. I'll let you see her when it's time." Anyway, not now. 

 



After all, he listened to Su Xiaowan. 

 

Monan Jue was directly taken down. 

 

Even if he resisted and struggled, those people were all highly trained. How could he resist so many 

people on his own. 

 

Mo nanjue was directly locked in the room by Feng Yan. 

 

"Call ah Yan over!" 

 

Temperature rise is personally watching, "young and big, you just wait, soon you can go out." 

 

"Today is Yu Yin's birthday. If you don't let me go out, how can I celebrate his birthday?" 

 

"You can rest assured that our little granny will help her on her birthday." 

 

"... temperature rise." 

 

"Young and old, I'm only at the command of young and old. You'd better keep more energy and think 

about how to explain it to young and old granny." 

 

…… 

 

Su Xiaowan hasn't played the piano for a long time. Tonight is her first time here. 

 

This song is a birthday present for Yu Yin. 

 

Yu Yin likes Su Xiaowan's surprise very much. In fact, women understand women's hearts best. Just like 

now, Yu Yin is not happy. At the beginning, it didn't seem like a birthday. 

 

But at this moment, he felt that she would never forget these things. 

 

"Thank you, Xiao Wan." 

 

Feng Yan didn't attend. She and Su Xiaowan were the only ones left in this place. Su Xiaowan pointed to 

the longevity noodles in front of her. 

 

"You must have a bowl of longevity noodles for your birthday!" Su Xiaowan pushes the noodles to the 

woman. 

 

"Good." 

 

The woman lowered her head and took a few mouthfuls of noodles. It tasted like her mother. 



 

Her eyes were moist. 

 

She missed her mother. 

 

Soon, after two people had a meal, Su Xiaowan asked the maids to withdraw. Now he took out a map 

from his pocket. 

 

"Sister Yu, the banquet of Mo's family will be held tomorrow evening. Then you will wait for me here 

and I will take you out." 

 

The woman's hand held Su Xiaowan's hand tightly, and now she said with firm eyes, "Xiaowan, I want to 

go by myself. I don't want to drag you down. Mo nanjue and Feng Yan are brothers. I don't want to 

make their brothers turn against each other because of me... I know his character. He will never give up, 

so I want to leave by myself. Don't worry, I've been paying attention to this place these days. I can do it 

by myself. " 

Chapter 836 

"Sister Yu, we..." 

 

"It's my little selfishness, Xiao Wan. I don't want him to break up with my family because of me. It's 

really a pure accident that I know him. I never thought that such a person would appear in my life, which 

would interfere with your emotions and influence your decisions. For him, I could give up a lot of 

things... I thought that was I love him, but this time, I found that it's not true. Love is not like this. It 

should be like you and the second master... Until death, a couple for life. " 

 

"Sister Yu... You still like him, don't you?" 

 

"I don't like it." 

 

The woman's answer is very resolute, but in Su Xiaowan's view, it is her deliberate taboo. 

 

Clearly, there is an unspeakable longing for feelings. 

 

Clearly, from her words, I can tell that she cares. 

 

However, such a scum man is not worth Yu Jie's liking at all. 

 

"Forget it, forget about him, sister Yu. Would you like some fruit wine? These are all without degree. I 

specially asked Feng Yan to ask someone to prepare them. " 

 

"Good!" Yu Yin is very happy tonight. For such a long time, she has forgotten the atmosphere of her 

birthday. 

 



Only when she was a child, she seemed to be carefree, and her parents were in front of her. Then, when 

she went out to study, her parents always went out to do business. Over time, her birthday became a 

cake and a bunch of flowers. 

 

The most unforgettable. 

 

It was about that time when Mo nanjue couldn't see. 

 

It was the first month with him. Originally, he didn't know his birthday. She could be sure. 

 

But I don't know when the blind man found out. When he came home, he prepared a cake for her and 

set up the scene. 

 

"You are..." 

 

"Asked someone to come and set it up." 

 

"... are you rich again?" 

 

"Not much." 

 

"You're so rich, you don't need money, do you? When can I... " 

 

"You can't drive away the guests on your birthday. It's not lucky." 

 

"It's a lie. My mother never said that." 

 

"But my mother told me." 

 

“……” 

 

"Everyone who gives you a birthday wants to share your joy. How? Is the little girl not willing to share 

this joy with me, the blind man 

 

"... I just want to tell you not to waste money. We are already very poor, and you don't know when we 

will be able to see it. If we go on like this, I will die early. You don't know that I am a part-time job... I am 

very busy in my study, and I will have the judicial examination in a few days. This is only one chance in 

this year. I don't want to miss it again. I have to prepare again next year, I don't want to read the book of 

judicial examination all my life. " 

 

"... since I don't like it, why take the exam?" 

 

"I... in this world, there is nothing I like or don't like. This is my profession. I am destined to be a lawyer 

in the future. Whether I like it or not, it's the thing that feeds me. Besides, if I choose law and don't pass 



the judicial examination, I won't study for nothing. But I don't know how much hair I lost in order to 

learn law." 

 

"Is it better to find something you like? If you like it, you can still generate income and benefits, isn't 

that better? " 

 

"What do you like? I don't like anything in particular. " 

 

"Think about it then?" 

 

"Do I want to marry a hero?" 

 

"... it's OK. If that man is rich and powerful and can support you, you don't have to work hard to do 

things you don't like..." 

 

"But... But I don't want him to be tired. If he is powerful, isn't that more pressure? If I put my share of 

pressure on him, a string will break sooner or later. Moreover, I can't stay idle. I want to earn money by 

my own hands, so that I can support myself even if I leave him in the future. " 

 

"Oh." 

 

"What are you laughing at?" 

 

"If he likes you, he is willing to do everything for you. Even if he is tired, he is willing to do it." 

 

"You think that doesn't mean that everyone will think that. Besides, I'm not suitable to be a housewife. I 

can't pack up, I can't cook... I don't want to have children... I'd better go out to work than stay at home... 

Well, that's right. I'm going to study instead of telling you." 

 

"No cake?" 

 

"I'll just have a bite... By the way, if it's my birthday, I'd like to say happy birthday to that person." 

 

She cautioned. 

 

"... little girl, you're pushing ahead!" 

 

"Oh, forget it, when I didn't say that the cake was delicious, I like it very much. Thank you for the 

surprise. I went to read a book first. My birthday wish this year is to pass the Si Kao! " 

 

Yu Yin only feels that there is a hand swinging in front of her. Now she comes back to herself. 

 

"I'm sorry. I thought of something before. What did you just say?" 

 



"If you're tired, let's finish early." 

 

"Well, Mr. Mo hasn't eaten because of me! You say sorry to him for me, and thank you 

 

Happy birthday, sister Yu 

 

"Thank you." 

 

After the show, Su Xiaowan immediately went to find Feng Yan. When she found him, he was drinking in 

the sunshine room. 

 

"Don't you want to drink less? You still smoke... " 

 

The room was smoky and full of wine. 

 

The man didn't expect that Su Xiaowan would come so soon. He was caught at the moment and 

panicked for a moment. 

 

"I..." 

 

"I caught them all. What else do you want to say?" Su Xiaowan went to open the door and window, and 

then looked at Feng Yan's table. The food had not moved at all. 

 

"I don't want you to have dinner with sister Yu because I'm afraid she'll think more about it. It's not good 

for us to show up like this... But you can't make yourself like this!" 

 

"Not in the future." 

 

"There's nothing you can do about it." Su Xiaowan looked at her, things have long been cold, now she 

called the maid, let her cook things again, sent to his room. 

 

Then he took Feng Yan and asked him to take a bath. 

 

After taking a bath, Feng Yan is very fragrant. 

 

"Eat quickly, drink on an empty stomach, don't worry about your stomach ache!" 

 

"Not on an empty stomach." 

 

"You won't tell me that you smoked a few cigarettes and stuffed your stomach?" 

 

"Well." 

 

How did you promise me last time 



 

“……” 

 

"You said you would never smoke or drink again, unless I agree with you. You are not old yet? How can I 

forget so quickly what I said. " 

 

Men's eyes with a bit of doting, suddenly pressure on her lips. 

 

I don't know who jumped up first. In the end, Su Xiaowan was directly pressed on the bed and couldn't 

move. 

 

"Feng Yan, are you awake or drunk now?" 

 

"Awake." 

 

"You're drinking so much now..." 

 

The man's lips bit by bit fell on her face, and every inch of her skin was pasted with his own flavor. 

 

It's like a fire. It's going to raise the whole temperature bit by bit. 

 

Su Xiaowan didn't know what happened to her in the end? Anyway, at the end of the day, she fell 

asleep. 

 

I don't know if I fainted. 

 

A man's strength, there is no way to use a simple sentence to summarize. 

 

Su Xiaowan knows Feng Yan. 

 

…… 

 

It was at nine o'clock that Mo Nan Jue was brought out by the temperature rise. 

 

"Young man, this is what the young master has prepared for you." 

 

It's a bunch of blue goblins. There are about ten thousand. 

 

It's all hugged together. It looks very, very spectacular. 

 

"How could he know Yu Yin's favorite flower?" 

 

"Of course, it's the little grandmother who said that. These are all blue enchantresses imported from 

abroad. They are the flower seeds of the little grandmother's hometown. Presumably, she will like them. 



Good luck to you, little one." 

 

The temperature rise took people away. 

 

Only Mo nanjue and a lot of blue enchantresses are left 

 

Mo Nan Jue also saw the fireworks prepared on one side. 

 

He looked up at the window. 

 

It's the place of melancholy. 

 

He stood there, looking up. 

 

…… 

 

At night, deep night, quiet like ghosts will appear at any time. 

 

Listening to a repeated voice, Su Xiaowan can not say the pain. 

 

For a moment, the voice was like something, surging in his brain. 

 

"Xiaowan, I love you. Why did you choose him? What's good about him? Is it better than I was to you? " 

 

"Xiao Wan, how can you love him so naturally?" 

 

"We have known each other for a long time. Don't you have any place for me in your heart?" 

 

"Can you forget if you want to?" 

 

"Do you have to make me so desperate? You know what? I can't love anyone else except you... " 

 

…… 

 

The man grabbed him by the neck and said, "Xiao Wan, don't you love me? You know how I... "Su 

Xiaowan woke up from her dream again. 

 

She rubbed her neck. 

 

The chaos in my mind is so bad that I feel like I'm asleep, but I don't feel like I'm sleeping. 

 

She felt that all this was a cloud in front of her. 

 

Is it a dream? 



 

She gasped for breath. 

 

At the moment, the cold sweat is covered in his face, which is really an illusory dream. In the dream, the 

man just reaches out his hand and can pinch his neck just a little bit. 

 

Su Xiaowan took a look at the man beside him and got out of bed with light hands and feet. 

 

She went to one side and poured some cold water. 

 

That's when I woke up. 

 

Because of the cold water, he felt that he couldn't sleep at all. 

 

She went to the rest room on one side, took her computer, thought for a long time, and opened the 

email. 

 

I answered a letter. 

 

——Xia Chenyan, I don't care where you are. We are in the past. From now on, I wish you happiness. 

 

The cold feeling on his face, at the moment, Su Xiaowan just felt how much cold sweat he had. 

 

Bang! 

Chapter 837 

Bang! 

 

Outside the window, fireworks burst out. 

 

Su Xiaowan gets up and runs to the window. 

 

The fireworks... Turned out to be the shape of the blue enchantress, blooming the blue enchantress to 

the maximum in the whole night. 

 

Feng Yan's villa is a long distance away from Mo nanjue's villa, and all the villas are the same height, so 

Su Xiaowan can't see the man at that end at all. 

 

She raised her eyes and looked at the blue enchantress blooming again. 

 

Tonight, it's Yuyin's birthday. The blue enchantress is Yuyin's favorite flower. 

 

So late, in addition to one person, probably can't find a second heart so care about Yu Yin. 

 



She thought of the man. 

 

"Xiaowan, are the fireworks good?" 

 

"I'll give it to you on my birthday?" 

 

"If you don't like fireworks? Shall we use the fairy stick? " 

 

“……” 

 

She drew the curtain, and wondered why she was echoing those things. 

 

She is like a puppet, but she has the thoughts in her head to disturb herself, but she can't control it. 

 

Just sitting in front of the computer. 

 

Looking at the computer, from black to light, and from light to black... I don't know how many times. 

 

After all, I don't know whether someone saw the letter or not. 

 

From black to bright screen, also did not think of a hint sound. 

 

When the sun comes in from the outside, it brings warmth, which makes the originally cold environment 

more lively. 

 

Su Xiaowan looks at the cell phone at the other end. 

 

At six o'clock. 

 

She wanted to get up and climb into bed, but her legs were too stiff, and she had no strength at all. She 

finally dragged her tired body over, but the next second, she fell straight on the bed. 

 

Her legs are numb. 

 

When he fell down so heavily, the people on the bed immediately woke up. 

 

"What's the matter?" 

 

"My legs are numb..." 

 

Su Xiaowan said pitifully. 

 

At the moment, of course, he didn't expect that Feng Yan would wake up so soon, probably by himself. 

 



The man reached out and grabbed the woman's waist. With a little effort, he pulled the woman into his 

arms and rubbed her legs for her. 

 

"Why is it so cold?" 

 

"I forgot to take a dress when I went to the toilet just now." 

 

"Don't forget next time." 

 

"Certainly will not forget, too cold..." Su Xiaowan nestled in the man's arms, only his body warmth, all of 

a sudden, all of a sudden, become vanishing. 

 

Those uneasiness, hesitation, helplessness, seem to be fleeting. 

 

At that moment, everything became unimportant. 

 

She thought that even if they would have countless difficulties in the future, as long as Feng Yan was by 

her side, he would not be afraid. 

 

As long as he does not leave her, as long as she is not alone in the face of the pain in the past, she is the 

only one to bear, behind, there is a man's protection, she will go forward bravely. 

 

As for Xia Chenyan, those three words. 

 

She doesn't want to think about it anymore. 

 

The dinner party of the Mo family is just like the style of the Mo family. 

 

Everywhere, there is money, glittering and amazing. Even the decorations are made of pure gold. 

 

At this dinner, all the people invited were dignitaries. 

 

"Young granny, this is the evening dress prepared by the young master for you --!" 

 

A maid, holding an evening dress, ran to Su Xiaowan. 

 

Su Xiaowan raised her eyes and looked at Feng Yan. 

 

Feng Yan casually sat on the sofa, slightly chin, just with her line of sight. 

 

"When did you prepare it?" 

 

"The young master ordered it a long time ago. It's just like a surprise for you." 

 



"Temperature rise!" 

 

Just then, Wensheng came in with a box. 

 

The man took out a necklace from Wensheng's hand and stood in front of the woman at that end. 

 

"What is this?" 

 

"It's a gift from my father." 

 

"Old Mo?" 

 

Su Xiaowan looks at the necklace in front of her. It's old, but even if she doesn't understand the value of 

the jewelry, she can notice the light in the eyes of the maids. 

 

She didn't intend to appear at the dinner party. She wanted to send Yu Yin away in person, but Yu Yin 

refused her last night. Although she didn't feel at ease, she didn't want to force others. 

 

"But... He sent me before..." 

 

"Young granny, this was taken by Mo from a foreign auction when he was young. It's invaluable. My 

husband once said that it will be for the future hostess." Housekeeper Mo opened his mouth. At that 

time, this necklace was originally for Mrs. Qiao, but now he has no chance to be sent out. In Mo Li Ting's 

heart, he knows what this necklace stands for. 

 

At the beginning, this necklace cost all of Mo Liting's money, which was equivalent to. 

 

For him, money is something outside of his body. He will not take it with him if he lives or dies. 

 

But because Mrs. Qiao watched the exercise on TV, Mo thought she liked it, so she went abroad in 

person. 

 

But who knows, after coming back, it turned out to be the news of Mrs. Qiao's death. 

 

In this life, my husband has been blaming himself. The oath he wants to make for his husband and wife 

is that he doesn't get good wishes from the implication of the necklace. 

 

Su Xiaowan looked at the necklace, smelled it, and frowned. 

 

The future hostess? 

 

So, in other words, before Mo Lao died, he had already identified with her and Feng Yan? 

 

Su Xiaowan was deeply moved by Mo's attention. 



 

She held the necklace tightly. "I love it." 

 

"It's good for the young granny to like it. If you have this necklace, no one dares to say that you are not. 

You are the hostess admitted by Mr. Mo and the second young granny of our Mo family." 

 

Housekeeper Mo was standing there. She was just like Mrs. Qiao at the beginning. So, maybe it was in 

order to make up for Mrs. Qiao that Mr. Mo treated her differently 

 

But none of that matters. 

 

After all, those dusty memories of the past have been brought to the grave by my husband. 

 

Now, it's good that the second master doesn't mention the events of that year. 

 

Save it. It's hard for you. 

 

Su Xiaowan with that necklace, has a kind of gold weight, she thanks Mo for her consideration. 

 

However, to attend a banquet is not a simple change of clothes. 

 

In the afternoon, someone came to help her do the modeling. 

 

Her skin is very white, just a little bit of eye makeup, enough amazing. 

 

That set of evening dress, set off her slender figure, at the moment with the necklace inside the neck 

emitting a bright light, complement each other. 

 

Noble, but not old. 

 

It's a face that's too beautiful to be in. 

 

"Father can like you, why can't he like Yu yin?" 

 

A low voice with hoarse, at the moment Su Xiaowan turned over, is mo nanjue's disgusting face. 

 

Against the light, the man's coquettish face is even more handsome. 

 

However, he was not Fengyan, so he didn't fascinate her. 

 

"Things between you have nothing to do with Mo Lao." 

 

"I heard that you accompanied her on her birthday yesterday?" 

 



Su Xiaowan's eyes flashed a trace of tension. Could it be said that Mo nanjue knew something when he 

came here? 

 

She didn't have a good tone. "So what?" 

 

"Thank you." 

 

Su Xiaowan didn't know what he wanted to say, but she didn't like Mo nanjue, and she didn't want to 

say anything to her. She was afraid that she would leak the plan. 

 

They all talk about persuading and not persuading them to leave. 

 

If it is mo nanjue... She saw Yu Yin's heartache at her birthday party last night. 

 

Maybe it was because he had slept with other women and pinched the only chance of reconciliation 

between them. 

 

If it happened to her, she thought, she would choose to leave. 

 

Even if you like it, you can't tolerate that sand. 

 

Because I like it so much. 

 

"I have to try on my clothes. I'm afraid it will be inconvenient if I continue to be here." 

 

Su Xiaowan ordered the guest to leave. 

 

Mo Nan Jue looked at her. He couldn't understand such a straightforward order. 

 

But he's here to thank you. 

 

After thanking him, he left. 

 

Su Xiaowan was carrying the evening dress and was just about to replace it. But the next second, she 

was at the skirt and saw that the edge of the dress fell off the line. 

 

She took off that dress, and then carefully found the part that was off the line. 

 

This dress is a high-grade custom-made dress. It's reasonable to say that there will never be any problem 

with the details, but suddenly the thread is cut off 

 

As soon as Su Xiaowan pulled the thread, the skirt fell off. 

 

This is a patchwork evening dress with a pompous skirt. The texture is similar to that of the wedding 



dress. 

 

The surrounding edges are inlaid with diamonds bit by bit, but the inside of the diamond is sewn with 

thread ends. Although the thread ends are hidden very deep, the appearance can't be seen. 

 

She frowned as she looked at the skirt, which had split a little. 

 

But soon, it was back to normal. 

 

…… 

 

"Are you sure?" 

 

"Of course, Miss Chen can rest assured that when so many people are around, the fox spirit will lose her 

face. The hostess of the Mo family is not so easy to be. If there is such a big scandal, she will want to 

marry the second master, and many of his uncles will not agree." 

 

The one who was talking was Chen Liang's maid. She grew up with Chen Liang when she was a child. 

Mrs. Chen thought that in such a big Mo family, she was very cannibal. She was afraid that Chen Liang 

Liang would be bullied here. Was there a sweet girl who could give advice, so she sent her here. 

 

The Mo family was strict in the examination of their servants, so when Xiaoxiao came in, he resigned 

directly in the Chen family and came to the Mo family to apply for the job on the pretext that the salary 

was too low. 

 

In addition, during the interview, Chen Liang Liang put in water and hired him directly. 

 

But the superficial relationship between the two people is still unfamiliar. 

 

"Xiaoxiao, I'm more relieved that you are by my side. You don't know how much I've been holding back 

this time." 

 

"Miss, if you have me in the future, you will not be wronged. I will help you become Mrs. mo." 

 

"By the way, has Chen Xiaoxiao been home recently?" 

 

Chen Liang Liang suddenly cut in. 

 

Xiaoxiao suddenly came up to Chen Liangliang, "you don't know, that cheap girl... Crazy." 

Chapter 838 

"Crazy? How can you suddenly go crazy? Didn't I watch him the other day? And pregnant? " 

 

"It's said that the child is a gangster in a bar. I found her a while ago and said that I would marry her. As 



a result, they didn't know how to live together. But that gangster has a tendency of violence... When I 

saw her a while ago, I was beaten and sent directly to the hospital. The child also lost and I was... Crazy." 

 

Smile said, did not see Chen Liangliang corner of the mouth smile radian. 

 

She wanted to let her die the best, but did not expect, just crazy. 

 

However, a madman has nothing to worry about. 

 

Now, as long as she firmly grasp the heart of Mo Er ye, the rest, all will not have any threat to him. 

 

That's good. 

 

She held the necklace in her neck tightly. The necklace belongs to her now. 

 

No one's going to take it. 

 

One side of the smile looked at Chen Liangliang, this place, really better than the Chen family more than 

a little bit, she grew up with Chen Liangliang, although the young lady is not very good temper, but 

anyway, she and Chen Liangliang are on the same boat now. 

 

Never die. 

 

It was Mrs. Chen who took care of him. 

 

Since, as well as the wreck, then do everything possible to let the young lady firmly grasp the Mo family. 

 

"Miss, it's almost time. Let's clean up as soon as possible." 

 

"Well." 

 

…… 

 

At 6 p.m., the reception hall of the Mo family was already crowded. 

 

The people invited here are all dignitaries. 

 

Because of what happened at the funeral before, everyone was very cautious this time. Even those rich 

wives didn't dare to talk about it. They all followed their husbands cleverly. 

 

I'm afraid of getting into trouble for my husband. 

 

Chen Liangliang is standing in the corner, her identity has not been announced, so it is not suitable to 

appear in a crowded place. 



 

When you don't get it, you don't know what the people of Mo family know. At that time, you don't know 

what to think about to explain. 

 

Xiaoxiao stood there. It was her first time to attend such a banquet. Although she was just a maid, it was 

enough to open his eyes. 

 

He followed behind Chen Liangliang, "Miss, there is someone over there who has been staring at you." 

 

Chen Liangliang raised his eyes. He was a man. 

 

Fat head, big ears, big belly. 

 

Such a man, she did not have much interest, although in this place, also can be regarded as a dignified 

figure, but met Feng Yan such a man, other men, where also can see. 

 

"Miss, there are some things you don't need to do by yourself!" 

 

"What's your idea?" 

 

Smile looked around a circle, now close to the woman's ear, low whisper. 

 

Before long, just looking at Xiaoxiao holding a glass, toward the man at that end. 

 

…… 

 

About half an hour later, Feng Yan appeared with Su Xiaowan. 

 

A pink evening dress, set off the woman's white skin, and a closer look, the group put on, unexpectedly 

are... Diamonds. 

 

The whole skirt was full of diamonds, big and small. 

 

"My God, there are diamonds on this skirt. I thought it was diamond at first." 

 

"So bright... So envious." 

 

"This should be the legendary wife of the second master of the Mo family? It looks so small. I didn't 

expect that such a picky person would agree to a little girl come in. " 

 

As soon as she finished speaking, the rich lady was shot coldly by her husband. The rich lady didn't 

realize that her words were not good. Now she was wrongly leaning on her husband, "I just envy her. 

You see, you have never paid such attention to me." 

 



"Yes, I envy it too..." 

 

While listening to the constant sound of praise, Chen Liang Liang clenched his glass. 

 

Su Xiaowan, as expected, is the focus everywhere he goes. 

 

But women's jealousy, only in those people's praise, and intensified. 

 

She can't get them, and he can't have them. 

 

All of these, however, were taken away by that woman, whether it was the public expectation or 

anything else. 

 

Feng Yan hugs her waist tightly. Although Su Xiaowan has seen a big scene, today's scene is the first time 

for her. 

 

"Welcome to the dinner party of the Mo family. Today is the first public appearance of our Mo family's 

eldest, youngest, second and wife..." 

 

The host at the other end said. 

 

madam. 

 

Everyone's eyes looked at the woman standing at that end. At first, they just doubted, but now they 

directly admitted that they were his wife, especially the man at that end didn't refuse. 

 

It seems that most of them have 

 

But we are still in a circle. We've never heard that the second master had a woman, and he is 

surrounded by all kinds of bodyguards. When did he fall in love or even get married? 

 

Those unmarried single women are heartbroken. 

 

The second master of the Mo family is famous and is a rare talent. Although he heard a few words a 

while ago, it seems that up to now, the second master of the Mo family has never admitted anything in 

public. Now he comes up directly 

 

It seems that the second master of the Mo family is serious. 

 

Su Xiaowan, she doesn't like the attention. 

 

Because I feel like I'm being watched and there's no room for privacy. 

 

Su Xiaowan lowers her head. She is wearing high-heeled shoes and is afraid of being pulled down by 



herself. All the people who come here today are rich and powerful. Although she will leave here with 

Feng Yan in the future, she doesn't want to make her last appearance and become a joke of others. 

 

Besides, she didn't want to make Mo lose face. 

 

After all, he sent his best wishes, no matter what before, she is now full of gratitude. 

 

To Mo family, to Mo Liting. 

 

Fortunately, the man has been supporting her, but soon, those people around Feng Yan greetings. 

 

Su Xiaowan stood there and took his hand back from Feng Yan's arm. 

 

"Go ahead. Don't drink too much. I'll go for a walk over there." 

 

Su Xiaowan took a glass of fruit juice. He didn't like to drink, so he poured a glass. On such occasions, he 

could only take a glass properly. 

 

Now some rich ladies came up and patted the horses. 

 

"Second young granny, this dress on you is so beautiful." 

 

"Yes, Mo Er Ye looks cold. I thought he was not interested in all women. Unexpectedly, he has been 

waiting for you." 

 

“……” 

 

“……” 

 

A few people you a word I a word, there is no su Xiaowan to intervene, she was just forced to pour a few 

glasses of wine, but do not know why, feel dizzy. 

 

But Mingming, Feng Yan knows that she doesn't drink, so she specially prepared juice. 

 

Green is juice, kiwi fruit juice. 

 

Just now what she drank was all green juice. How could she feel dizzy all of a sudden. 

 

"Second young granny, are you ok?" 

 

"I'm fine." 

 

Su Xiaowan avoids the woman's help, and she goes to one side. Now it's time for Yu Yin to start. 



 

But in the middle of the walk, suddenly a woman held her arm. 

Chapter 839 

"Second young granny, are you drunk?" 

 

Su Xiaowan felt that there was only one person approaching. She had a strong perfume on her body, 

which made her smell and feel headache. 

 

She tried to push her away, but she didn't have much strength. 

 

When she came back, suddenly her skirt was trampled, and she couldn't move at all. 

 

Although it seems to be drunk, Su Xiaowan is still sober at the moment. 

 

She frowned. At this moment, she remembered her evening dress. 

 

She dropped her eyes, and the skirt on the ground was trampled to death, as if she knew that the skirt 

would fall down. 

 

Her side eye, to is a strange face. 

 

On that face, the woman's eyes were pure, "what's the matter? Are you ok? " 

 

"Please raise your feet..." 

 

That kind of eyes, let a person suddenly can exclude her, because in front of this person, she does not 

know. 

 

"Ah, I'm sorry, I'm sorry, I just looked at you a little dizzy, worried about you falling..." the girl moved her 

feet, and now she looked at Su Xiaowan apologetically, "I'm really sorry." 

 

Su Xiaowan still felt dizzy, because the people came and went in this place, so there was a lot of noise 

around. 

 

Suddenly, there was strength behind her and dragged her into her arms. 

 

Dizzy, there is a light floating feeling, and at this moment, I don't know who it is. Now I was scared so 

much that my spine hit a hard chest. 

 

The man's hard chest, and Su Xiaowan's face in shock. 

 

"You scared the hell out of me!" 

 



"What's the matter? How red is your face 

 

"Nothing. Maybe I mistook wine for juice." 

 

One side of the girl standing there, she looks only 20 years old, the bulging eyes show innocence. 

 

And soon after her came a gorgeous rich lady. 

 

"Slowly, there's trouble again." 

 

The girl called Xu Xu lowered her head and said, "I'm sorry, Mommy." 

 

"I knew I shouldn't have brought you out. It's all trouble. I'll see how your father punishes you later." 

 

That rich wife a hard education, at the moment apologetically look at the two people at that end, "I'm 

really sorry, second master, second young grandmother, this girl I brought her to such an occasion for 

the first time, she doesn't know the propriety, also hope you forgive me a lot, I go back to definitely 

educate her." 

 

Su Xiaowan just looked at the rich lady at the other end. In front of her, the rich lady didn't look like the 

girl at all. The girl had a feeling that she was not contaminated with the world, and the rich lady had 

calculation and other feelings in her eyes. 

 

I can't say how it feels. 

 

"Thanks to her support just now, Feng Yan, you have to thank them." Su Xiaowan looked at the girl at 

that end, cast a grateful look, and reached for her hand, "since you are the first time to Mo's home, I'll 

show you around." 

 

"Second little grandma, my girl doesn't have any eyesight. I'll let you..." 

 

"She's about the same age as me. We should be able to talk about it. Mrs. Xu, don't you worry?" 

 

"I'll... Slowly, then you have to be sensible." Mrs. Xu shot a warning look. 

 

Slowly on the cold look, she shrunk her neck, also nodded. 

 

"... good." 

 

"Come on, I'll show you around." 

 

Su Xiaowan took the girl's hand and took a look at Feng Yan at the moment. They walked towards one 

end. 

 



Mrs. Xu was standing there. At the moment, there were only her and Feng Yan left in this place. She 

always knew who Feng Yan was. She accompanied her with a smile. "The second master was busy first, 

and I went there first." 

 

"Wait a minute." 

 

"Second master, what else can I do for you?" 

 

"I advise you not to have ideas you shouldn't have." The man's cold words with a warning, "however, 

you should thank, you have a obedient and sensible daughter." 

 

Mrs. Xu just stood there, her whole heart cooling. 

 

Just now, a woman dressed as a maid came to her and said that there was a way for her to approach Mr. 

mo. 

 

She came here originally for her husband's group. A while ago, the group encountered internal and 

external troubles, and the stock price fell sharply. Her husband could not afford to be ill. Such a large 

group fell on her. 

 

She went to her friends who started a business together before, but those people were not willing to 

inject capital after they knew that something was wrong with their group. 

 

As a woman, she thought of everything, but she couldn't help it. She couldn't bear to see her husband's 

hard work go to waste. 

 

But when he was desperate, he suddenly received an invitation from the Mo family. 

 

When she came here, she had another idea besides looking for the second master of the Mo family, who 

was in power in the Mo family. 

 

I have long heard that all the money of the Mo family was left to the young master of the Mo family. 

 

Although the second master of the Mo family is in power now, it is said that he will leave office soon. 

 

At that time, the whole group will give it to one person. 

 

And this person is either someone else or the second young master of the Mo family. 

 

The young master of the Mo family is divorced. If he can send his daughter to the bed of the second 

master of the Mo family, then 

 

She doesn't have to worry about anything. 

 



She collected photos of the young granny of the Mo family, but did not expect that she looked so much 

like her husband's ex-wife's daughter. 

 

She wanted to let her daughter marry into the Mo family. After all, if she was her own daughter, then... 

Would be easier to talk about. 

 

But my daughter didn't agree. 

 

She said that even if she wanted to marry someone, she had to marry someone like the second master 

of mo. she didn't like the Marquis of mo. 

 

She didn't nearly die of anger, but thinking about her husband, thinking about her life, struggling to 

climb up the rich family, now is about to close down, and what she wants is nothing, can only take risks. 

 

Bring the dead girl to the party. 

 

When she came into the party, a maid told her. 

 

As long as she lets her daughter step on the skirt of the second young lady of the Mo family, she can see 

him. 

 

She didn't know how to believe such an impractical proposal. 

 

But... She didn't expect to see Mr. mo. 

 

It's just 

 

Second master's words... She always feels that something is wrong. 

 

She looked at the man at that end, looking for the woman she had just found, but where else could she 

find it. 

 

Chen Liangliang stood at the corner, smiling and looking up at the woman's dark eyes. 

 

"Don't you mean safe?" 

 

"... that girl is a fool. I think it's probably the one... Mrs. Xu has been looking for the cooperative resort of 

the Mo family. The Xu group is in trouble. Now only the Mo family can get through this difficulty by 

injecting capital..." 

Chapter 840 

"But don't worry, miss. You can't make a fool of her this time. She must have found out the problem of 

evening dress ahead of time. Don't worry, I've found Mr. Zhu, and I'll make sure it's safe..." 

 



Just as they were talking, suddenly a voice came in, "Miss Chen, Mr. Mo is looking for you again!" 

 

Chen Liang Liang narrowed his eyes and looked at Xiao Wang, "what do you want me to do?" 

 

"Mr. Mo said he would take you down to recognize people. I don't know the rest. You'll know when you 

go down." 

 

"I see." 

 

As soon as Xiao Wang finished, he ran away. Chen Liang Liang looked at the maid at that end, "how 

much do you think she heard?" 

 

"This girl is close to the second young granny. If she hears it, it will soon reach the second young 

granny's ears." 

 

"... that's the solution to the disaster." 

 

…… 

 

It's cold outside. 

 

Slowly standing on one side blowing cold wind, her hands wrapped together, is very tangled. 

 

Just now, the second daughter-in-law was helping her out. If it wasn't for her, she would be scolded by 

that person now. 

 

It doesn't matter if she is scolded, but... What can her mother do? 

 

But in front of her, she didn't want to lie. She had never learned to lie. She studied law and received 

formal education. She had a kind of fortitude in her heart. 

 

Like some face is not red, heart does not jump to tell lies. 

 

She can't learn that. 

 

After thinking about it, she said, "I'm sorry, sister." 

 

"Well, what are you sorry for?" Su Xiaowan is pulling the leaves in front of him. These days, this place 

seems to be full of vitality, just like when Mo was alive. 

 

"Just now, I stepped on your skirt on purpose." 

 

“……” 

 



"That woman said that only when she stepped on your skirt, she could see the second master of the Mo 

family and save my father. Only when my father lived, my mother would live. I'm sorry for taking 

advantage of you just now. You're a good man, so I don't think I should cheat your kindness. I really can't 

afford it." 

 

"The one inside, not your mother?" 

 

"No Slowly eyes dim, "she is my father's current wife, I was not born to her, my parents divorced a long 

time ago, but my mother, she... Mental condition is not very good." 

 

"I don't want to cheat, sister. You are so kind to help me. I don't want to use you." 

 

Su Xiaowan looked at her as if she were in her twenties. 

 

Her life experience is very similar to him. 

 

However, she finally met Feng Yan, but what about her? But also in this dark life, when to see the head? 

 

But she was willing to be the light. 

 

"Later, if you need anything, you can call me." 

 

"Thank you, sister, but I want to deal with it myself. I'm twenty years old and an adult. I'll be my 

mother's armor." 

 

"You'd better take it first. If you need to, you can call me at any time. However, I'm going to the 

secluded city tomorrow, but my mobile phone will keep this call all the time." 

 

"Secluded city? I hear it's beautiful 

 

"Yes, it's beautiful. You can come if you have a chance." 

 

"Good." 

 

At that time, slowly where know, some people, said goodbye, will never see again. 

 

Su Xiaowan said goodbye Slowly, then sat alone in the yard, suddenly remembered the footsteps behind 

him. 

 

She thought it was Chen Liangliang who followed. 

 

Just now, she thought that Mrs. Xu had never been to Mo's house. How could she know to let her step 

on her skirt? Make a fool of yourself? 

 



Presumably, the only possibility is Chen Liangliang. 

 

Chen Liangliang wants to marry Feng Yan. Although he says something to bless them, women can see 

through their thoughts at a glance. 

 

She felt that she should tell Chen Liangliang's identity as soon as possible, and the person who saved her 

mind was never kind to him. 

 

"Are you finished or not? You are..." 

 

She turned around and saw the strange man standing behind her. 

 

"Who are you?" 

 

The man took a bunch of roses in his hand, looked at the woman's drifting face and said, "you let the girl 

send me flowers, don't you know who I am?" 

 

Sending flowers? 

 

When was she delivered? 

 

Before waiting for her to explain, suddenly the man just threw himself at her. 

 

She was startled. 

 

The smell of wine on men is very strong. 

 

It can be seen that the man drank a lot of wine. 

 

Su Xiaowan's Kung Fu can't avoid the fat man at all. As soon as she kicks, the man presses her leg hard. 

 

She wanted to hit the other end, but she was also pressed by the man's jaw. 

 

"Help..." 

 

The next second, I didn't know who was behind me. I took a towel and pressed her nose and mouth. 

 

"My miss is shy, Mr. Zhu. In fact, my miss has long been pleased with you at the banquet, but because of 

her face, it's not good to take the initiative..." she only felt that the person at that end lowered her 

voice, not far away from her. She also had a familiar fragrance, but the next second, she was dizzy, on 

the towel, There's an overpowering drug. 

 

Even if she reacted immediately, she still inhaled some, so that her hands began to have little strength. 

 



"Your young lady is so beautiful. I'm sure I'll love her." The man who is called general manager Zhu is 

smiling now. He is the famous second generation ancestor. Today, he came here just because his family 

Laozi had to force him to come. He didn't have much interest in such a banquet. 

 

In addition to their status, there are many women who throw themselves in their arms. However, the 

Zhu family is a powerful family after all, and it is not so easy to enter the Zhu family. 

 

So the old man turned a blind eye to his playing with women. 

 

As long as we don't kill people, we'll follow him. 

 

Zhu Lin originally wanted to show up at the party, and then left. Who knows, he would see such a 

beautiful woman here. 

 

I noticed him as soon as I entered the party. 

 

Pink evening dress, looks like a high princess. 

 

Just at the party just now, I couldn't find a chance to get close, but I didn't expect that this woman 

walked out of the party. 

 

He caught up immediately. 

 

"Then we'll leave it to you." Smile, the corner of the mouth smile, at the moment took a look at the end 

of Su Xiaowan, this drug, is miss, miss is a doctor, anesthetics or something, for her, it is not difficult to 

get. 

 

She gave a sly smile. Let's see what face Su Xiaowan will have at the party. 

 

Mr. Zhu is famous for playing with women. I don't know how many women have not escaped his 

clutches. 

 

Even if Zhu did not play her to death, presumably, there is no good reputation. 

 

"Are you Zhulin?" 

 


